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ABSTRACT
This research examined the notion of liberal journalism in South Africa during apartheid as practiced at the RDM. It considered whether the paper, facing government scrutiny and restrictive laws, adhered to the principals of liberal journalism and how successfully it did so. The 1976 Soweto Uprising was used to assess the newspaper’s performance and the merits of arguments for and against the notion of it being a successful example of a liberal newspaper. Content analysis and interviews with RDM staff members, was used to assess the paper’s conduct. These primary sources were examined in conjunction with available literature and criticisms against the English press and RDM presented in testimonies at the TRCMH to assess the paper’s reportage and how valid criticisms against it were. The researcher concluded that, due to serious shortcomings, which included its reporting of the uprising, the RDM was not a successful liberal newspaper.
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ABBREVIATIONS

The following is a list of abbreviations used in this research:

- ANC – African National Congress.
- NP – National Party (also known as the Nats).
- NPU – Newspaper Press Union.
- PP – Progressive Party (also known as the Progs).
- RDM – Rand Daily Mail.
- SAAN – South African Associated Newspapers.
- TRCMH – Truth and Reconciliation Commission Media Hearings.
- UP – United Party.